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Paul Wakefield Case Study 
Complete Security & Audio Visual Installation to New Build House

Why they chose the Matters Group

Benefits to the Client

Matters Group Solution

Mr & Mrs Wakefiled met with Rich from The Matters Group at a 
property which Matters had recently installed high level AV & 
security systems.  This was an effective way for our client to 
get a real feel for the systems available.  The demonstration 
enabled them to make an informed decision as to which 
systems would best suit their individual requirements.  
The true benefits of future proofing their new home were 
highlighted, ensuring their home technologically is relevant 

Through consultation with the client we were able to design 
integrated systems to a reasonable budget which covered all of their 
current and future requirements.

• Full intruder alarm installation including interfaced 
smoke detection for off-site monitoring.

• Hard wired data network to provide internet access 
to all rooms and also Wireless access points in key 
positions to provide full coverage.

• HD TV distribution across Cat 6 structured cabling .
• Wiring structure and ceiling speakers for future 

integration with Nuvo or Sonos

Client’s requirements
Mr & Mrs Wakefield were building their new family home using a local builder.  They had 
specific Audio Visual (AV) requirements and wished to ‘future proof’ their home for both 
Security & AV.  

“With such an investment in building our own home it was 
necessary to ensure we installed the correct security and AV 
systems along with cabling to future proof our home.  Matters 
demonstrated all the systems available and through budgeting 
all options advised on the correct cable structures and systems 
for our now and future needs.  We were very impressed with 
their knowledge and open and honest approach.”

Paul Wakefield, Penn,
         




